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From: Lori Giesbrecht 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 1:17 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: BC Government and BC HYDRO collaberation for the Smart Meter extortion program.

Dear Commission Secretary and members of the commission, 

I have read through the some of the many letters on your site.  The content of the 
letters is often well researched and many valid points have already been raised and 
well documented by my fellow citizens.  I will try to minimize duplication of their 
collective efforts. 

I wish to add my name to the list of angry citizens that is against being forced to accept 
a smart meter on my personal residence.  I demand the right to opt out of this 
expensive and dangerous experiment with unproven technology that has a history of 
negative health implications!!  I strongly believe that this technology is UNSAFE, yet 
the Government and BC Hydro are TRYING to gang up on me in an effort to force me 
to accept this dangerous and unproven technology against my will??  The infamous 
dictatorships of foreign lands would be proud of BC Hydro and the BC Liberals for their 
strong arm extortion tactics, trickery and harassment to attempt to force the population 
to fall in line and accept this flawed and dangerous technology.  Your site is 
overflowing with many letters already sent to you by my fellow outraged citizens that 
reference multiple studies indicating serious health problems associated with these 
devices!!  I will NOT duplicate what they have already written in my submission. 

There is a smart meter on a commercial building that has proven to be grossly 
unreliable, and as usual, the error favors BC  Hydro and not me.  (Amazing of the 
many stories like this, I have yet to hear of a situation where a bill has dropped due to 
this device.  Errors always seem to favor hydro. Perhaps the game is rigged?).   We 
have been reading this “Smart” meter manually and calling in the readings, Hydro was 
trying to pretend it worked and they estimated the bill, an estimate that was GROSSLY 
above the actual usage.   After many wasted (and uncompensated) hours explaining 
that their technology is seriously flawed and not working, they finally relented and used 
my readings.   We have to read it again this week.  Does Hydro credit me $35 for 
every time I read this “stupid” meter for them?? (since they laid off the meter readers 
they were paying .40 for every meter they read).   NO of course they do not, they 
would NEVER pay me such a ridiculous fee for such a simple task, yet they are have 
the nerve to try and force me to pay such a crazy high fee, one that is way above and 
beyond established norms for such a service in other jurisdictions. (You have plenty of 
letters stating the “market rates” for such services, I will not duplicate them here). 
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Everyone knows Hydro often estimates readings and “catches them up” later when a 
true manual reading is taken, they would read our meters no more than 6 times per 
year, usually skipping a few of those and estimating the bill on skipped months, 
adjusting it at a future date.  Yet they have the nerve to bill me 12 times a year at a 
grossly inflated rate???   The thought of paying them $35 x 12 times per year to read 
my meter maybe 4 to 6 times per year is patently absurd.  They never did read my 
meter 12 times per year.  They did not even read it 6 times per year, yet now they want 
to bill me monthly for a service they will not even supply? 

Vancouver Sun, October 18, 2013 states that Nestle water is currently paying a paltry 
$400 per year for 319.5 million litres of our best and purest drinking water, they are 
reselling this water at an enormous profit, even selling it back to us.  Yes, a huge scam 
supported by our own Government.  This reeks of a kickback scheme. This same BC 
overnment has the NERVE to try and bill each individual citizen $420 per year ($35 x 
12) to have their meter read?? 

Are you kidding me???  Do I have this right?   The “family friendly” BC Government 
thinks it is ok to charge each citizen MORE money per year (I pay $420)  than they will 
charge  one of the biggest multi-national corporations in the world, Nestle,  for over 
319 million litres of OUR water ( they pay $400). This is one of the most insulting and 
stupid things I have seen in a VERY long time.   This is issue is worth recalling the 
Government and demanding the executives at Hydro be replaced asap.   Both groups 
are obviously out of touch with reality, they have no qualms about giving huge below 
market deals to the rich multinationals while at the same time grossly overcharging the 
honest hardworking taxpayers.  This protocol is more in line with ideologies of Fascism 
not “Christie Clark’s family friendly BC”.    Disgusting….. 

Nestle is being protected by the BC Government, Hydro is being protected by the BC 
Government.  These people have no shame. 

Who will protect citizens of BC from Nestle? And from Hydro? And from the BC 
Government? 

The next election is too far away, so the responsibility to protect the citizens from these 
crazy high fees being proposed falls onto your shoulders, the BCUC is our last hope at 
fairness in this process. 

I respectfully request that we be allowed to keep the cheaper and reliable analogue 
meters.  We can call in our readings ourselves, or enter the data online, or even 
submit digital photos via email.  They can spot check the readings at their option.  The 
fees should be nominal, no ,more than $35 per YEAR not the proposed punitive and 
extortive rates of $35 per month.    

Lori Giesbrecht 




